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About AirMed
AirMed Canada Systems Inc., headquartered in Victoria, British Columbia, develops seed -to-sale
business solutions for the Canadian cannabis industry. Back in 2014, a group of tech visionaries
recognized the opportunities in the emerging cannabis industry in Canada and began building the
AirMed software system. Originally designed to help licensed producers meet compliance, AirMed has
evolved into a comprehensive business management solution for the Canadian c annabis industry.
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AirMed’s founders have decades
of experience in the technology
sector with expertise creating
business-to-business applications
for highly regulated industries
including pharmaceutical,
healthcare, law enforcement and
financial services.
A dynamic group of developers
and customer service personnel
make up your AirMed team. We go
the extra mile for both large and
small producers with a team of
seasoned experts dedicated to
helping you cultivate success. You
can rely on us to be there when you
need us.
From integration with third-party
systems to guidelines for
amending standard operating
procedures, AirMed staff can
assist you at every stage of Health
Canada licensing and success in
production.
AirMed customers have access to
a comprehensive sandbox to learn
and hone their skills using the full
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www.airmed.ca

range of features. And AirMed
software is hosted in a PCIcompliant security environment at
a premier Canadian Tier-3 data
centre with guaranteed uptime and
full business continuity/recovery.
Our cloud-based software is
designed specifically for the
Canadian cannabis industry.
Secure and fully Cannabis Act
compliant, AirMed manages and
integrates all business resources
and functions from facilities and
inventories through to financials
and personnel.
We've been developing AirMed
since 2014, and we believe no
other seed-to-sale platform offers
the range our software does. With
unique features for cannabis
growers, processors and
distributors, AirMed unifies
operations across departments,
workflows and data in a single
system. A streamlined interface
lets you focus on optimizing your
business while managing all
aspects of compliance.
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AirMed Canada Systems Inc.
We're transforming the way the
cannabis industry purchases
technology. To help our clients
cultivate success, AirMed has
strategic partnerships with leading
vendors of equipment, supplies
and services. Our AirMed
Ecosystem lets you purchase
hardware and software in a turnkey solution for your cannabis
business.
AirMed offers the tools you need in
the office, the greenhouse or on
the loading dock. Each product
selected for the AirMed Ecosystem
is carefully chosen based on its
ability to provide value, lower

production costs and increase
competitiveness for AirMed
customers. You create the
package that’s right for you from
pre-configured hardware and
software.
We used our expertise in other
highly regulated industries to
create a mission-critical seed-tosale solution that facilitates
compliance and best practices for
your cannabis business. Our
dedication to your success results
in a partnership approach to our
client relationships. This
commitment is why there is a
growing list of Canadian licensed
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producers using AirMed. AirMed
offers the control, visibility and
insight to not only meet
compliance but to take your
business to the next level.
Wherever your business fits in the
supply chain, AirMed will help you
cultivate success.

For more information
visit www.airmed.ca,
drop us a line by email to
info@airmed.ca or give us
a call at 1-877-313-2442.

Our AirMed Ecosystem Partnering Program
The AirMed Ecosystem is designed to help licensed producers cultivate success with a pre-configured, fully compatible
business solution that includes industry-leading hardware and software. Our goal is to help our customers reach their potential
in all areas of their businesses by providing the best solution to cultivate success. Each product has been carefully selected
based on its ability to provide value, lower production costs and increase competitiveness.
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We’ve partnered
with a designer,
manufacturer and
installer of
controlled
environmental
chambers that
offer precise
control of
temperature,
humidity, gas, and
lighting. These
chambers are
ideal for cannabis
production.

AirMed
recommends
industrial tablets
for use in your
cannabis
business. These
ruggedized handheld devices are
waterproof and
dust proof and
can withstand a
drop from five feet
on a concrete
floor.

Accuracy and
precision are
critical in weighing
cannabis
products. Our
partners offer
legal-for-trade
scales and
moisture
analyzers that
range in precision,
capacity,
readability and
size.

We partner with
the industry’s
leading suppliers
of label, barcode
and tag printers.
These equipment
vendors offer the
products you need
to meet mandated
compliant labeling
requirements.

Our goal is to help
you create the
optimal grow
operation and
improve crop
decision-making
using real-time
environmental
data. Our partners
offer both
environmental
sensors and
pathogen
detection.

We partner with
providers of a
completed range
of services from
technology &
security vendors,
through quality &
compliance
management
consultants, to
payment
solutions,
shipping providers
and market
platforms.
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